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The BI represents hope towards a society that respects the diversity and 

uniqueness of disability, like the way a herb has its own shape, fragrance, and 

effect. When a herb spreads its gentle fragrance, it gives joy to many people; 

likewise, the BI carries the meaning to deliver happiness to the public services for 

people with disabilities through spreading the fragrance of sharing.

The CI embodies the image of two people leaning on each other on the blue earth 

and sea. It symbolizes the advance to a better society through the solidarity and 

harmony of people with disabilities and non-disabled people. This integrates our 

values: person-centeredness, communication, sharing, and solidarity, meaning 

that we can progress toward a better society by supporting each other “such as 

when our Korean ancestors helped each other by Pumasi(exchange of services) 

and Durae(cooperation) in traditional agriculture.”



● The Korea Foundation for Persons with Disabilities(KFPD) supports public projects that promote human rights and eliminate 

discrimination by ensuring social participation and equal opportunities for people with disabilities. KFPD is the first specialized private 

foundation for people with disabilities in Korea. It was established to contribute to making a community alive with the spirit of sharing.

About Us

Sowing seeds of hope



Korea 
Foundation for 

Persons 
with Disabilities

Our promises

Foundation Chairman
Lee Seong-gyu 
(Current Professor at the University of Seoul)

Welfare and politics are about giving 

a share to people who don’t have their 

share of the pie. We will give warm 

clothes to people with disabilities 

outside the protection of the system. 

Our resolutions
We will be good supporters of people with disabilities.

We will serve as stepping stones that build hope from sharing.

We will be honest and trustworthy.

We will communicate with an open mind. 

We will not cease to learn and do our best.

※�KFPD�is�the�winner�of�the�grand�prize�for�

the�5th�Samil�Transparency�Awards
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Disability sensitivity

Transparency

Authenticity

Being there

Specialty

We will understand, accept and respect disability as it is. 

We will strive to be a reliable public welfare foundation by ensuring organizational justice and transparency. 

We will work on our projects based on a deep understanding of disability and authenticity.

We will support people with disabilities and their difficulties in life, and we will listen to neglected voices.

We will fulfill our role in society as a specialized fundraising and distribution organization.

FUNDAMENTAL 
PRINCIPLE

MISSION

Making 
a person-oriented society 

that embraces diversity.

Connecting possibilities so that 
‘difference’ doesn’t lead to 
‘discrimination’

Disability is difference.
Difference is strength.
Disability is a strength.

SLOGAN

VISION

Advancing community 
cohesion

• Raising people with 

disabilities awareness

• Social unification of 

people with disabilities 

and non-disabled people

HarmonyH
Leading a happy life

• Leadership training 

and empowerment

• Learning and training 

throughout life

EmpowermentE
Promoting a culture of 
sharing

• Communication 
channel of civil society

• Raising donation 

based on authenticity

Raising donationR
Promoting independent 
living

• Creating a barrier free 

environment

• Complete social 

inclusion of people with 

disabilities

Barrier freeB

CORE PURPOSE

Mission / Vision / Fundamental Principle 
/ Slogan / Core Purpose



HERB projects

Harmony

H
Empowerment

E
Raising 
DonationR

Barrier Free

B

Lavender Disability Awareness

Jasmine Human rights & Legal aid

Iris International Exchange

Sage Donation & Sharing

Peppermint Academic Research     

Camomile Publication & Publicity

Violet Environment Improvement�

Chervil Vocational Training 

Lemon thyme Independent Living

Rosemary Lifelong Education

Edelweiss Leadership Training

Rosehip Culture & Leisure

Our Projects

Blossoms in rainbow
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Creating a harmonious societyHarmonyH

“Dream Festival”- Cultivating artists with severe 
disabilities

We sponsor education about the rights of people with 

disabilities, and also performances, exhibitions of artists 

with disabilities. Through this, we attempt to overcome the 

negative perceptions and stereotypes about people with 

disabilities, and create a society where people with disabilities 

and non-disabled people can relate to each other.

Lavender Disability Awareness Projects

We advocate the rights of people with disabilities by 

supporting campaigns for disability rights law reform and 

legislation, and providing free legal consultations for people 

with disabilities facing legal difficulties.

Advocating the rights of adults with developmental 
disabilities

Jasmine Human rights & Legal aid Projects

We strengthen the role of South Korea in the international 

community and adapt new theories and trends in the field 

of disability by promoting international exchange between 

disability organizations and sponsoring overseas studies of 

disability activists.

International exchange for researching methods to 
improve domestic facilities for people with disabilities 

Iris International Exchange Projects



Empowerment Leading a happy lifeE

We support various types of lifelong education to improve 

the quality of life such as supplementary education, 

qualification exam preparation, and liberal arts education. 

We believe developing the ability of people with disabilities 

by providing various learning opportunities will strengthen 

their competitiveness and improve self-confidence.

Educational support, from basic education to lifelong 
learning

Rosemary Lifelong Education Projects

Peer counselor training program

We provide opportunities for empowerment for people with 

disabilities who are willing but underprivileged so that they 

may prepare for their future and develop as a leader with 

expertise.

Edelweiss Leadership Training Projects

We provide leisure and art opportunities such as attending 

performances, exhibitions, lectures, etc. to people with 

disabilities who lack such opportunities. We support them 

so that they can develop artistic skills and become a 

professional.

Art education for disabled women 

Rosehip Culture & Leisure Projects
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‘ Dream Car Project’ with  
Samsung Claim Adjustment Service Co.

Eco-friendly clay toys donated 
by AMOS

Companies, organizations and KFPD 

are changing the world by planning, 

associating, and conducting various 

public services for people with 

disabilities on the CSR, CSV level 

based on partnership.

Periodical publication: We are issuing 

the magazine ‘A Crack Opening the 

World’ in order to look into the life 

and culture of people with disabilities 

from different perspectives and 

communicate with each other.

※ ‘ A Crack Opening the World’ is a free magazine 

published twice a year in spring and autumn. 

We attempt to reinterpret disability in a new light through an open mind about diversity. 

We support disability research in a variety of disciplines to eliminate prejudice against 

disability and lay the academic foundation in disability research through the research 

activities and results. We sponsor the whole process of research including funding, 

consultation, journal publication, presentation and awards ceremony.

Raising Donation Promoting a culture of sharing

Process Business 
proposal

Pre-investigation 
and review

Progress 
plan

Agreement
Business 
progress

Result report and 
evaluation

Sage Donation & Sharing Projects

Peppermint Academic Research Projects

Camomile Publication & Publicity Projects

Translation & Publication : 

In order to expand the 

accessibility of disability-

related information to the 

public, we translate and 

publish foreign books on 

relevant topics.

Journal ‘Reinterpreting Disability’

Translated edition ‘Disability, 
Society and the Individual’

Magazine ‘A Crack  
Opening the World’

※  CSR(Corporate Social Responsibility) : Corporates have a duty to actively carry out a broad range of social responsibilities, 
not only economic or legal responsibilities. 

※  CSV(Creating Shared Value) : Corporate activity can create shared value and profit simultaneously.
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Barrier FreeB Creating an environment 
for independent living

A happy independent living experience with people 
with developmental disabilities and their parents

We support independent living so that people with disabilities 

can be recognized as independent beings whom can co-

exist in society, and so that they can lead an independent 

life in the community through activities they can do by 

themselves.

Lemon thyme Independent Living Projects

We customize the living and social environment according to 

the type and degree of disability so that individuals can lead 

a safer, more convenient and happier life. 

Custom home improvement for individuals with spinal 
cord injury

Violet Environment Improvement Projects

Barista training for people with disabilities 

We provide vocational training and job placement for people 

with disabilities who have difficulty in finding employment 

so that they can live an independent life. Not only can they 

acquire qualification certificates, but we support people with 

disabilities to strengthen their competitiveness amongst 

non-disabled people through personalised training that 

meets the interests and aptitude of the individual.

Chervil Vocational Training Projects
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● KFPD conducts various fundraising and publicity projects for people with disabilities. 

Join us in spreading the scent of sharing to make a world where disability is a strength.

Donations and sharing

Spreading the fragrance of sharing



A world happier through sharing 

Celebrities’ sharing

Korea
Foundation for 
Persons 
with Disabilities

Yuna Kim donated all of her money received
in a public service announcement for persons 
with disabilities to KFPD. 

Actress Lee Young-ae, who is also the KFPD 
Culture & Art Head Consultant.

Entertainer Ahn Sun-young (Honorary ambassador) 
joined us in hosting an exhibition for disabled 
artists and a donation bazaar.

Announcer Lee Jae-yong (Honorary ambassador) 
participating in a campaign for sharing.

Actor Son Hyun-ju, who appeared in an 
interview with ‘A Crack Opening the World’.

Actress Lee Hana (Honorary ambassador) 
In a SNS donation campaign.

Actor Choi Daniel participating in a thanks 
ceremony and sharing movie tickets for 
people with disabilities.

Comedian Ahn Young-Mi (Honorary ambassador)
donating her talent by recording KFPD’s promotional video.
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1 % Sharing stores

Your store can be a warm 

sharing store by donating 

1% of your shares for public 

projects for people with 

disabilities.

Moon dong-un Anesthesia and Pain Hospital  
sponsoring public services for people with disabilities

Agreement ceremony with Kim Yongmo patisserie

Process 2.Scheduling
3.Agreement 

ceremony 
4.Attaching 
signboard

1.Sharing store 
application

5.Registering as 
sharing store
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Participating companies

Participating organizations

Participating media



CMS 
Donation

You can participate in sharing conveniently by donating a certain amount through 

automatic transfer (CMS) every month.

ARS 
Donation

You can share by ARS 060�-�700�-�0420�(3,000 won per call)

You can donate through the KFPD Happy Log by charging 

or collecting beans (100 won per bean).

KFPD Happy Log (http://happylog.naver.com/hubkfdi)

Happy bean 
Donation

You can donate by depositing in KFPD’s donation account.Deposit 
without 
bankbook

Academic support fund  신한(Shinhan) 100-025-818500

Translation publication fund  신한(Shinhan) 100-028-438155  

‘A Crack Opening the World’ publication fund  신한(Shinhan) 100-028-438187

KFPD donation account

You can share by sending SMS supporting ‘a world where disability is a strength’ 

to #0420.
SMS 
Donation

You can participate in sharing while celebrating special days such as birthdays, 

anniversaries, and graduation.

Anniversary 
Donation

You can share meaningfully by returning your inheritance to society.
Inheritance
Donation 

Shinhan Card 
Arumin Point 
Donation

How to donate to KFPD with Shinhan Card Arumin

❶  Access Shinhan Card Arumin (https://arumin.shinhancard.com/main.jsp) 

❷ Search for ‘한국장애인재단’ in the main page.

❸  Help creating ‘a world where disability is a strength’ via point rewards or cash.

Opening a venue 
of sharing together

Donation inquiry  02 - 6399 - 6237

(Fundraising and promotion team)

Homepage  www.herbnanum.org

Account�holder (재)한국장애인재단

General fundraising

신한(Shinhan) 100-026-193928

기업(IBK) 0420-0420-337

SC 275-10-104015

우리(Woori) 1005-101-655571

하나(Hana) 194-910004-84704

우체국(Epost) 014258-01-000878

국민(Kookmin) 816937-04-005433

농협(Nonghyup) 301-0138-0049-61
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Write sharing SMS 
Photomail also 

available

Reciever
#0420

Send SMS
2,000 won donated 

per SMS

Receive thanks 
SMS

How to 
participate



Chungkang College of Cultural Industries professor Lee Gi-young’s

 talent donation via illustration in ‘A Crack Opening the World’ 

If you are an expert in photography, painting, technology, 

etc., you can share your talent. 

Talent 
sharing

Viewing the movie ‘11:00 AM’ with actor Choi Daniel Ticket sharing of non-verbal play ‘Bibap’

Artists can participate in culture sharing by donating the profit of shows and concerts, 

or by donating tickets.  

Culture 
sharing

You can share in an easy and special way by participating 

in CMA sharing and donating a portion of your interest 

return(0.1%).

SK Securities Happiness sharing CMA    Visit a nearby SK 

Securities branch or SK Securities Customer Happiness Center 

(1599-8245/1588-8245) to participate by registering the daily 

automatic donation in KFPD’s sharing for a world where disability 

is a strength.

CMA 
Sharing

You can become a messenger 

connecting people with disabilities 

and non-disabled people by 

promoting KFPD and its projects 

for people with disabilities, and 

by campaigning for disability 

awareness.

Messenger /
Supporters

University students’ volunteering 

team in street publicity campaign

Art therapy with disabled adolescents

You can participate in sharing by buying the Sharing Set 

in Kim Youngmo patisserie in Seocho, Dogok and Banpo 

stores.

Sharing 
products

Sharing Set
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Donation inquiry   02-6399-6237
Fax   02-6399-6238
Email   master@herbnanum.org
Homepage   www.herbnanum.org
Address   04517 207, Tongil-ro 86, Jung-gu, Seoul (Sunhwa-dong, VABIEN 3)

Korea
Foundation for 
Persons 
with Disabilities


